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A. policy-map POLICE_BGP
B. policy-map LIMIT_BGP
C. policy-map COPP
D. policy-map SHAPE_BGP
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a hotel reservation application, a form displays a list of
hotels with available rooms based on the check-in and check-out
dates entered by users.
How do you configure the form to refresh the hotel list
whenever the check-in or check-out date changes?
A. Configure action sets on the date fields to refresh the
section when the date values change.
B. Configure edit validates on the date fields to refresh the
section when the date values change.
C. Display the hotel in an embedded section with a visible when
condition.
D. Configure an action set on the hotel lijt display to refresh
the section when the hotel list changes.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
After you replace the system board in a ProLiantBL460c G8
server blade,the server cannot conned to an external shared
storage through the SAS interface. Other similar servers in the
same enclosure are in working condition. What should you check
to verify that the physical hardware connectivity it connected?
A. External storage power status
B. Server blade port mapping for theIOmodule connectivity to
the interconnect module
C. Server bladeiLO tot hardware information detected by the
management processor
D. ACU of the server blade for storage status
Answer: B
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